Physics Concentration Resources for Undergraduates

Guides from SPS and the Physics Department

The *SPS Booklet* and the Physics Department *First-Year FAQ* contain useful information such as 4-year sample programs. **Read through these first** to answer any preliminary questions you might have about the Physics concentration.

Department Advising

Dr. Morin and Professor Georgi are your go-to staples for physics advising, as Co-Directors of Undergraduate Studies for the Physics Concentration. Attend one of their **office hours**, and they’ll clear up any remaining questions.

SPS and WiP

SPS (the Society of Physics Students) and WiP (Women in Physics) host **Polaris**, a peer mentoring program designed to help guide you through your physics journey. Ask any questions you don’t find in the handbooks to your Polaris mentor! They’re here to help you, giving you the tips they wish they had received.